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Simulation	
• Team A: Jade Andrzejewski; Agathe Bacro; Emma Birou; Hélène Ventimiglia;
Hugo Vandewalle; Eliott Valverde (6)

• Team B: Victor Blaize; Laura Boudot; Emma Brand; Côme Uhart-Jouët; Romane
Tourtin; Mina Remesy (6)

• Team C: Haykel Chakroun; Juliette Charpin; Yolaine Chausse; Alizée Rat; Gaëlle
Pourreau; Ludivine Poulet (6)

• Team D: Diane Chefdor; Claire De Talhouët; Tiphaine De Tarade; Adrien Pichon;
Benjamin Perelmuter; Clémence Ostermeyer; Elina Guesnon (7)

• Team E: Alexia Delaire; Giorgia Di Bucci; Timothée Droulez; Paul Muthelet;
Ambre Mesnier-Levatic; Simone Merafina; Alexandre Hamilton-Clark (7)

• Team F: Lauriane Dumas; Camille Fernique; Francesca Germani; Solène
Mboussa; Eric Marti; Salomé Mançon; Alexandre Hérard (7)

• Team G: Sixtine Lehodey; Caroline Lefebvre; Thibault Le Brun; Dimitri Koechlin;
Arthur Kenigsberg; Alexandre Jeandat; Laure-Anne Jaillet (7)



Calendar

• Session	8:	
• 3	February,	4.30-7.30	pm	(D11-22)

• Catch	up	Session	2:	
• 6	February,	12.45-2.15	pm	(Cocteau	Amphi)	
• Prof.	Jean-Vincent	Holeindre,	IRSEM-Paris	2
• Caroline	Verstappen,	IRSEM	
• Aurélie	Biard,	DGRIS	



New	deadline	to	send me	your paper

• It	was:	Tuesday,	February 4	at	9	pm

• It	is:	Tuesday,	February 11	at	9	pm



Conference Dinner

• It	is not	mandatory

• Doodle:	https://doodle.com/poll/fhef64s3ia2iigqu



News

Pierre-Éric	PommelletHervé	Guillou

French	/	X	/	DGA

à Faure, Samuel B.H., Joltreau, Thibaut, Smith, Andy. The differentiated integration of defence
companies in Europe. A sociology of (trans)national economic elites. European Review of
International Studies. 2019.

à Thales is a 35% shareholder in Naval Group alongside the State, which holds more than
62% of the capital



Outline

• Evaluating your knowledge before the simulation
• Quizz

• Session 6: A new arms race? International
perspectives on arms policy in the 21st century
• Béraud-Sudreau, Nouwens, 2019
• Weiss, 2018



Quizz:	Let’s play…	



Quizz
• Team A: Jade Andrzejewski; Agathe Bacro; Emma Birou; Hélène Ventimiglia;
Hugo Vandewalle; Eliott Valverde (6)

• Team B: Victor Blaize; Laura Boudot; Emma Brand; Côme Uhart-Jouët; Romane
Tourtin; Mina Remesy (6)

• Team C: Haykel Chakroun; Juliette Charpin; Yolaine Chausse; Alizée Rat; Gaëlle
Pourreau; Ludivine Poulet (6)

• Team D: Diane Chefdor; Claire De Talhouët; Tiphaine De Tarade; Adrien Pichon;
Benjamin Perelmuter; Clémence Ostermeyer; Elina Guesnon (7)

• Team E: Alexia Delaire; Giorgia Di Bucci; Timothée Droulez; Paul Muthelet;
Ambre Mesnier-Levatic; Simone Merafina; Alexandre Hamilton-Clark (7)

• Team F: Lauriane Dumas; Camille Fernique; Francesca Germani; Solène
Mboussa; Eric Marti; Salomé Mançon; Alexandre Hérard (7)

• Team G: Sixtine Lehodey; Caroline Lefebvre; Thibault Le Brun; Dimitri Koechlin;
Arthur Kenigsberg; Alexandre Jeandat; Laure-Anne Jaillet (7)



Quizz	

• An	example before we start…	

• What's Bellais'	first	name?	



Quizz

• 1) How do you define the defence industry?

• Not the same economic and international dynamic
among:
• Sectors: missiles vs. land-based arms
• Companies: Large companies vs. SMEs
• Large companies: Nexter (€1.5) vs. Airbus ($12 out of
$73, see session 3)



Three sizes of companies in the
defence industry

Prime	contractor

Equipment	manufacturer	 SME



Quizz

• 2) What is the world's largest arms seller?
• Lockheed Martin

• 3) Is the ‘DGA’ a bureaucratic or industrial actor?

• 4) Did Gl Bentégeat use to work with Mitterrand or Chirac?

• 5) Who are the three types of elites that shape arms policy
within the state?



Three types of state stakeholders
involved in arms procurement policy

Bureaucratic stakholders
Military stakeholders

Political stakeholders

BAAINBw :	Bundesamt für Ausrüstung,
Informationstechnik und Nutzung der	Bundeswehr
DGA	:	Direction	générale	de	l’armement



Quizz	

• 6) Before working at MBDA, which company did Bellais work for?

• 7) What does ‘minilateral’ mean? Give a definition and an
example

• 8) What is the Tempest programme and which states participate
in it?

• 9) How do you define the concept of ‘path dependency’? Give an
example

• 10) Who participated in the Tornado program and when?



Quizz	
• 11) The top 3 State spenders in 2016 according to SIPRI are the USA, China
and…

• ... Saudia Arabia (not Russia)

• 12) What is the SCAF programme and which companies participate in it?

• 13) What does ‘ASD’ mean and is it an IO or an interest group?

• 14) What’s the VoC approach? Define it and give an example

• 15) What was Béraud-Sudreau’s tip to find an internship?
• ‘Do not send your CV to everybody’ + ‘Mention a paper related’ (… think also
about the simulation)?



Quizz	

• 16) Why did we talk about Ethan Hunt?

• 17) There is an increase of State military expenditure around
the world since 2000’s except in…
• …West Europe

• 18) Is Rolls-Royce a prime contractor or an equipement
manufacturer and why?

• 19) Which think tank does Béraud-Sudreau currently work
for and which one will she work for next month?



Quizz

• 20) Who are the the three main importers (2012-16)?
• India, Saudia Arabia, United Arab Emirates



India and arms procurement (Weiss,
2018)



Quizz

• 21) If you had to comment on that figure beyond the
increase in imports, what would it be?

• India is very dependent on foreign countries and companies



Quizz	

• 22) What are India’s four main arms suppliers?

• Russia (for 65%), USA, Israel, UK (jointly, more than 80%)



Quizz

• 23) Following Weiss’s argument (2018), who’s in the cockipt in India?
Find the exact quote to answer this question

• ‘To date, the predominance of state institutions has prevailed’

• ‘India’s defense industries have almost exclusively been state-driven’

• ‘The DPSUs are still the only relevant defense firms in India’ (DPSU =
defense public sector undertakings)

• ‘The defense bureaucracy has a lot of influence in the Ministry of
Defence at the expense of the armed forces, so arms acquisition and
technology absorption are dominated by civilian technologists rather
than by the military end users’



Quizz	

• 24) When you read the following quote, how do you think DeVore and
Weiss define this variety of political economy (in one word): The ‘Indian
private sector has always been portrayed as being discriminated against
with the government favouring state-owned defence industries’?

• ‘Etatist’

• 25) What’s the level of liberalization of the Indian defence capitalism?
• ‘The Indian government had restricted both private and foreign
investments into its defense-industrial sector’

• 26)	What does ‘MMRCA’	mean?	
• Medium-Multi-Role Combat	Aircraft



Quizz

• 27) Who participated in this competition?
• F-16 and F-18 from the United States, MiG-35 from Russia,
Gripen from Sweden, Eurofighter from various EU countries
and the Rafale from France

• 28) Why did this competition fail and so what’s the main
conclusion of the article? Find quotes and explain it
• Result
• ‘India’s potential remains underexploited’
• ‘Modernization through markets, and thus the integration of
foreign contractors within India’s defense-industrial sector,
had arguably failed’



Quizz

• Explanation of the result
• ‘Domestic constraints made the MMRCA competition fail’
(…) ‘Domestic constraints represent the main challenge for a
more effective—and efficient—build-up of India’s defense
industries’

• ‘Foreign defense contractors face a situation of a highly
regulated and protected defense sector, which complicates
any technology transfers from more advanced defense-
industrial nations’

• ‘Some interest groups increasingly resisted reform efforts by
exploiting ambiguous rules (…)’



Questions



Quizz	

• 29) What’s a ‘prime contractor’ and give us an example?

• 30) When were created EADS and then Airbus?

• 31) $1.739 trillion (2.2% GDP) is…
• ... States' military expenditures worldwide in 2017

• 32) What is KNDS?

• 33) According to Béraud-Sudreau and Nouwens, how many Chinese
companies are among the top 10 defence companies in the world?

• CSGC, AVIC, NORINCO



Béraud-Sudreau and Nouwens
(2019)



Béraud-Sudreau and Nouwens
(2019)



Quizz	

• 34) Who are the three main clients of France (2012-16)?
• Egypt, China, United Arab Emirates

• 35) Who is Norbert Elias?

• 36) How do you define the concept of ‘salience’?

• 37) To which industry sector is the MGCS related?
• ‘Main Ground Combat Vehicle’

• 38) How do DeVore and Weiss define the French and British political
economies and what does it mean?



Varieties of defence capitalism in
Europe



Varieties of defence capitalism in
Europe
What’s the	argument?	 Liberal Neo-institutionalist (VoC)

What’s the	main	driver?	 Preferences Norms
(State/industry relations)

Who’s	in	the	‘cockpit’? (National) Firms Firms in	France,	
Government in	the	UK

What are	the	case	studies
selected?	

France,	Germany,	UK	 France,	UK	

References Moravcsik (1993) DeVore,	Weiss (2014)	



How is the governance of defence
capitalism structured in Germany?



Varieties of defence capitalism: A
typology (Mérand, Joana, 2013)
• Two criteria:
• Economic liberalisation

• Privatisation of defence activities
• Political and cultural liberalisation

• Civilianisation of military organisations
• Demilitarization of the State

• Three types of defence capitalism:
• ‘Westphalian militarism’: no liberalisation
• ‘Functional militarism’: economic liberalisation +
• ‘Moral militarism’: political-cultural liberalisation +



Varieties of defence capitalism: A
typology (Mérand, Joana, 2013)



Quizz	

• 39) Following Genieys and Michel,
why did France decide to choose the
Leclerc tank?
• Programmatic actors: a group of a
dozen civil and military actors within
the State
• So neither politicians nor private
industrialists

• 40) What is the name of the Chief of
Staff of the French Armed Forces?
• Gl François Lecointre



Quizz	

• 41) Why did we talk about MeToo and the Yellow Vests last
week?
• Prof. Culpepper, ‘quiet politics’

• 42) What’s the name of the biggest defence company in Europe?

• 43) We usually think of the collusion of arms elites. Why did we
talk about the "clash of elites"? Give an example

• 44) Would you be in favor or against a European programme if
you work for DCN (newly, Naval Group) in the 80’s? And why?



Quizz	

• 45) According to Béraud-Sudreau et alii, why do some European states
strongly regulate arms exports and others less strongly?

• Parliament position + Degree of salience and media coverage

• 46) ‘There is a correlation between each firm’s ratio of civilian vs.
military production and the degree of that firm’s European integration’.
Is this assumption correct for BAE?

• Yes!

• 47) Would you be in favor or against a European programme if you
worked for Dassault Aviation in the 20’s? And why?

• 48) What has shaped defence capitalism in Europe?



Quizz	

• 49) In Brussels, you meet an advisor from the ASD interest
group representing the major aerospace companies in
Europe
• Your objective: to obtain an internship in this lobby
• To do so, you must show her that you master the
institutional variations that structure the British, French and
German political economies in the armaments sector
• She asks you the following question: ‘You have just
explained to me that our strategy should not be similar to
approach companies in France, Germany and. Why?’
• You have 2min to answer (meaning not one, not three)



Quizz	

• 50) You are the Prime Minister's adviser on defence-
industry issues.
• Who has the most influence on the decision-making and
therefore with whom should you focus your energy by
organizing lunches, sending notes, calling daily, etc.?



Questions	


